
Clinically Modernized Traps & Straps

• Eliminated the need to strap and unstrap outside the sterile field- the new Bicep strap easily clips in and out of the base plate.
Everything remains within the sterile field for the entire case.

• Unique Digit Trap® design features a customizable tensioning mechanism to ensure consistent grip on the digits so surgeons
don’t spend time re-tensioning or have to utilize gripping agents that can cause skin reactions in patients.

Need a Hand with reducing risk in your OR? 
Call 1-866-4CONMED to schedule an evaluation with your 

local CONMED Sales Representative or visit 
www.CONMED.com/HandStand for more information.
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QuickCool™ Technology1,2

• Designed to keep patients and OR staff safe, QuickCool™ technology means the HandStand™ is never too hot to handle. In
fact, when compared to our legacy Traction Tower®, the HandStand™ cools almost 10% faster. And in situations where a quick
turnover is required, simply place the tower in saline post-autoclave and the metal will become cool-to-the-touch within seconds.

The risk of Hospital-aquired infections (HAI) can be a 
nightmare of healthcare facilites. Designed to reduce that 
risk, the sterile disposable kits of the HandStand™ 

Traction Tower eliminate strap reprocessing and the 
need for strapping and unstrapping outside of the sterile 
field. Taking safety one step further, the HandStand™ 

incorporates metals known to cool quickly ensuring staff 
and patient safety.1,2

Sterile Disposable Kits

• For guaranteed sterility, these convenient disposable kits feature a double sterile barrier that eliminates strap reprocessing and
provides every patient with safe, sterile materials.
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Disposable  Catalog 
Description or Reusable Number

HandStand™ Traction Tower Reusable HS-TT

HandStand™ Disposable Kit (10 Kits Per SKU) Disposable HS-KIT10 

Includes: 2 x Digit Trap ® ,  1 x Forearm Strap, and 1 x Bicep Strap

HandStand™ Disposable Digit Trap® Disposable  HS-DT2

Includes: 2 x Digit Trap®

HandStand™ Disposable Forearm Strap Disposable  HS-FS

Includes: 1 x Forearm Strap

HandStand™ Disposable Bicep Strap Disposable HS-BS

Includes: 1 x Bicep Strap

HandStand™ Sterilization Tray Reusable HS-ST

HandStand™ Container Reusable  INST-C352
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